In this paper different classification methods are compared using base and meta(Combination of Multiple Classifier for training) level classifiers, for the fruitful diagnosis of Lower Back Pain. The Lower Back Pain becomes chronic with age, so needs to be correctly diagnose with symptoms in the early age. Five independent classifiers were implemented at base level and meta level. At meta level, five combinations of different classifiers were implemented, using voting technique. According to the scores, the overall classification using Naïve Bayes and Multilayer Perceptron got the maximum efficiency 83.87%. The purpose of this paper is to diagnose healthy individuals efficiently. To carry out study the Lower Back Pain Symptoms Dataset is used from very famous platform for predictive modeling, Kaggle. The experiments were carried out in WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis), suite of machine learning software 1 .
introduction Classification has wide range of applications like credit approval, customer group identification as well as medical diagnosis 2 .Lower Back Pain could be the pain due to so many causes. The causes include of wrong posture, weight lifting, stressful working environment, trauma, or even it includes some physiological disorders and even some abdominal problems like kidney stone.It mainly starts in the older age. But it becomes chronic when degeneration happens in spine disk. It creates frustration and stress as it affects person's mobility.
Degeneration in disk increase with aging and various diseases due to this degeneration are appearing with one common symptom as lower back pain. The wide range of diseases falls under these categories and few of them are Spondylosis (stiffing or fixation observes in vertebrae), Spondylosthesis (one of the lower vertebrae displaced either forward or backward on the below vertebrae), Lumbar spinal Stenosis(spinal canal space get's reduced). So it is very important that these all diseases must be classified in their beginning stage.
In this paper lower back pain dataset is first classified using base level classifiers Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net, Multilayer Perceptron, Random Forest, and Decision Table. Thereafter combinations of theses base level classifiers were implemented using meta level in WEKA. The choice of algorithm is made on the basis of the size of dataset used, and also in the context of machine learning classification algorithms, comparative study needs to be carried out.
The accuracy is best achieved using meta level combination of Naïve Bayes and Multilayer Perceptron.
Methods

Classification
It is an important technique fall under the category of supervised learning in which conclusion is drawn from observed training data. Eighty five percent of chronic lower back pain disorders have no known diagnosis leading to a classification 3 .So classification algorithms analyzed at base and meta level on lower back pain dataset. Supervised learning algorithms can be categorized into two families: traditional learning algorithms and ensemble learning algorithms 4 .
Base Level Classifier Analysis
It is the technique in which single classification algorithms is implemented on dataset. here the results generated from the implementation of Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net, Multilayer Perceptron, Random Forest and Decision Table. Out of which Naïve Bayes classifier fall under the probabilistic classifier category and Multilayer perceptron is classifier based on feed forward artificial neural network, While Random forest classifier is used to choose random subset of attributes from dataset. Decision table classifier is like Neural Net mainly used for prediction.
Meta Level Classifier Analysis
Using this technique integration of multiple classifiers is possible. As it is observed that meta level classification algorithms give better efficiency 5 , in this research work five combinations were implemented in WEKA. There are two approaches used to implement meta level classification, first vote and second non-vote. In voting technique each classifier count is used to classify new testing sample and in non-voting technique instead of single class decision class probabilities of all classifiers are integrated under some rule. There are many more methods under these approach, one of the best extended is multi-response model trees learn at meta level 6 . Table 4 
results and Discussion results
Discussion
Machine learning is an area of Artificial Intelligence, in which systems automatically learn and improve from feedback, and classification is an important labeling technique. Both are widely used in the field of intelligent systems and mainly used in medical field. Machine learning algorithms can be used to develop tools for physicians that can be used as an effective approach for early detection and diagnosis 7 . Implementing various classification methods at base and meta level, these research work shows the comparative analysis of efficiency of classification algorithms. Under the meta level the comparative study shows that the integration using voting technique increases the efficiency of training dataset.
Conclusion
In this research, the comparative study shows that as we start implementing combinations of classification algorithms using voting technique the strength of classification represents in terms of percentage accuracy is differing shown in table 1 and  table 3 . As it is shown in the result that Naïve Bayes and Multiplayer Perceptron gives lower accuracy at base level and that accuracy is increased far better when they are implemented at meta level in combination.
